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Finding where to place
your bets
Helping a global telecoms
operator unlock $1.8bn to fund
growth

Business challenge
A tier-1 telco, operating in one of the largest telecoms markets in the world, wanted to

improve return on investment across the business. The client desired to understand how

they could reallocate capex from their existing five-year plan to provide additional

funding for high-growth initiatives in 4G and fibre broadband.

The client required a robust tool to assess the future benefits and performance of capex

allocations with clear linkages to network assets and commercial outcomes. PwC was

asked to deploy a Capital Value Planning tool for a multi-year, P&L-driven, financial

model with an end-to-end executive perspective of capex.

PwC’s solution
A PwC team of telecoms industry and technical modelling experts worked with the client’s

marketing/sales, finance, and technology functions to develop a Capital Value Planning

Tool capable of connecting commercial business drivers and strategic priorities to service

architecture and network elements. PwC’s scope covered fixed, mobile, cloud and TV

networks (‘networks’) covering both legacy and next-generation technologies with a

combined annual capex investment in excess of $15bn.

A major challenge for the client was overcoming the significant information asymmetries

that existed within their business. While the finance community was responsible for

planning, authorising and reporting on capex investment they were – in reality – at the

mercy of networks requests. A key component of PwC’s involvement was not just building

a Planning Tool, but working to facilitate the transfer of knowledge between the finance

and network communities. Significant time was invested in training 25+ finance analysts

and team leaders on the logic, mechanics, and interdependencies within the Planning

Tool as well as embedding the various required changes-- in a sustainable way-- into their

business.
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Value delivered
The story of business-to-business (B2B) is a classic example of good ideas getting lost in

the cracks between the functional silos.

Marketing had a clear objective: deliver market leadership by bringing the best service

and modern services to customers. Customer feedback had identified a particular

network upgrade that could reduce churn and help achieve marketing objectives.

Networks also had an equally clear remit: deliver world-class quality and invest only in

direct response to commerciall- led objectives.

So what could possibly go wrong with ROI when a marketing function delivers customer

excellence and a network team completely focuses on meeting commercial requirements?

If this sounds like your situation, we think you could be wasting 15% of your capex.

Here’s how.

While both functions were delivering on objectives, there was no mechanism to

understand the impact across the functions.

Impact: Marketing had no idea how much the upgrade was impacting on aggregation and

core. Networks understood the link but hadn’t quantified the dollar value across all

network elements. In fact the actual end-to-end impact was over $500m each year.

Customer satisfaction was up for sure, but not by enough to justify that cost while other

high-growth initiatives were being starved of funds. When challenged, marketing was

happy with a less aggressive upgrade plan, especially when they realised how much it

would free up for new services.

The Capital Value Planning tool demonstrated that of the total $3bn of annual investment

in the B2B segment, $1.8bn was to provide ethernet for multi-national business

customers. Deeper analysis of the asset categories that contributed to this requirement

revealed that $700m of capex was associated with aggregation technologies, representing

36% of total investment.

PwC used a demand-led approach to identify that the primary driver of this investment

was an aggressive strategy to migrate subscribers from a legacy to next-generation

technology. This strategy required extensive build-out of the new technology to meet the

expected surge in demand. Scenario analysis from the Planning Tool demonstrated that

by selecting a less aggressive approach to the transition enabled the client to take

advantage of the latent capacity within existing assets.
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How the client adjusted the migration of customers onto a next-generation service

architecture to save $1bn in capex over 4 years

The planning tool also helped to analyse additional capex savings from taking a new

approach to how assets were managed in the delivery of virtual private network services.

Migrating low-speed customers onto high-capacity shared ports allowed the client to

unlock the capex benefits of scale. While networks had developed the capability to

aggregate T-1 customers onto 10-Gigabit shared ports, it was not being actively marketed

in the field. The process of linking up these two functions during the development of the

Planning Tool broke existing organisational silos and allowed the capex efficiency

benefits to be realised.
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Our Capex planning tool helped the client better understand the capex implications of

their product, marketing and technical decisions. This value-based approach to capital

management unlocked a total $1.8bn benefit against existing plans.

A value-based approach to capital managementunlocked a $1.8bn benefit against

existing plans, including a $440 annual capex benefit and 15% capex saving based on

original plan.
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